Music

- Supplemental Modules (Music Theory)
- Resonances - Engaging Music in its Cultural Context (Morgan-Ellis Ed.)
Book: Understanding Basic Music Theory (Schmidt-Jones)

• Sound Reasoning (Brandt and McClure)

• Book: Open Music Theory

• Music Theory for the 21st-Century Classroom (Hutchinson)
Book: Understanding Music - Past and Present (Clark et al.)

Book: Music - Its Language, History, and Culture (Cohen)
Book: Voice Class (Lumen)

Book: Music Appreciation I (Lumen)

Book: Music Appreciation II (Lumen)

Music Appreciation (Mueller et al.)
Brass Techniques and Pedagogy (Weidner)

- Arban Expansion Pack Trumpet: Classic Exercises Adapted for Today's Musician (Stock)
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Music in World Cultures
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